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Overview of OSU New Education and General (or Shared Responsibility) Budget Model 
Academic Colleges Focus  
 
OSU-Corvallis is implementing a new budget model with the FY18 E&G budget.  The model was used to 
inform differential budget reductions for colleges in the FY18 budget and will provide the basis for the 
FY19 budget.   This summary discusses some of the common questions about the model and reviews the 
principal components of the model, with a focus on issues of interest to academic colleges. 
 
A.  Some Common Questions 

Why a new budget model? 
 
OSU has used historical (or incremental) budgeting for much of the E&G budget, though budgeting 
based on specific activities (like Ecampus and summer teaching) have become a larger and larger portion 
of the budget in the last ten years.1  This changing mix has raised a number of concerns over the last few 
years including: 
 
• Deans, department chairs, central leadership, and the heads of major support units feel the present 

budget process is unclear, hard to understand, and not serving the interests of their units; 
• Incentives for different kinds of activities (face-to-face teaching, Ecampus teaching, etc.) are not 

clear and not aligned; 
• Deans are not clear on what program choices will change their budget picture; 
• Central leadership lacks sufficient reserves to support strategic decisions, contribute to unit-level 

initiatives, and buffer units from unexpected downturns in enrollment or state funding; 
• Small, incremental budget decisions are “clogging” the management and strategy-setting process 

for the Provost and VP for Finance and Administration; 
• The mechanisms to balance the level of service desired by Colleges with the costs of those services 

(vs. other investments like new faculty or graduate remissions) are not clear; 
• Much of the budget is distributed by formula or agreement, but there is not clarity on what 

responsibilities for costs go with which allocations. 
 
During the 2014-15 fiscal year, University Budget Committee considered alternatives and proposed 
moving to a modified or hybrid Responsibility Centered Management (RCM) budget distribution model.  
A very preliminary version of that model was reviewed by the Provost’s Council and a full version was 
developed during 2015-16.  This was reviewed and revised in discussions with the UBC, colleges, and 
departments in late FY16 and FY17 and a forward looking version developed for FY18.  That FY18 model 
was used to inform differential budget reductions for the 2017-18 fiscal year and the model will be used 
as the basis for FY19 E&G budgets. 
 
Why “Shared Responsibility”? 
 
The University Budget Committee and the Provost’s Council did not feel that a pure Responsibility 
Centered Management2 (RCM) budget model would fit OSU’s culture and needs.  They endorsed a 

                                                      
1 Appendix A provides a short summary of OSU’s E&G budget approaches. 
2 A brief summary of university budget models: http://www.hanoverresearch.com/insights/6-alternative-budget-
models-for-colleges-and-universities/?i=higher-education  

http://www.hanoverresearch.com/insights/6-alternative-budget-models-for-colleges-and-universities/?i=higher-education
http://www.hanoverresearch.com/insights/6-alternative-budget-models-for-colleges-and-universities/?i=higher-education
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hybrid approach that used elements of RCM budgeting but that encouraged collaborative decisions 
about revenue generation, investments in services and academic programs, and the development of 
cross-unit collaboration.  The model attempts to clearly show the relation of budget allocations to the 
work of academic delivery units; activities of service, support, and management units; and strategic, 
executive, and financial stability requirements. 
 
What are the goals of the model? 
 
The new budget process should: 

• Link budget clearly to the programs and results delivered by academic units 
• Be transparent and consultative, understandable to all parts of the University community, and 

consistent with OSU’s commitment to shared governance 
• Recognize that success in teaching, research, and outreach requires strong service, support, and 

facilities services 
• Encourage financial decision making and entrepreneurship at the local level to align decisions 

with OSU’s strategic goals 
• Be equitable and predictable, to allow unit leadership to plan for the future 
• Keep the university and all of its components financially healthy  
• Define clear responsibilities for where different kinds of costs are managed so that decisions are 

made at the appropriate level 
• Use metrics that are accurate, easy to understand, and easy to measure for all units and provide 

information and processes that help units manage their resources, advance their mission, and 
pan for the future. 

• Be adaptable to changing circumstances and programs and minimize the number of special 
allocations or budget “deals” 

 
What’s going to be different for my unit? 
 
The budget model is intended to provide clear links between budget allocations and academic program 
outcomes.  Budget allocations to academic units are linked to measures such as student credit hours, 
research activity, or degrees, recognizing differences in the costs of program by level (baccalaureate, 
masters, doctoral) and by discipline.  This approach should provide colleges tools for planning the 
revenue results of academic program and enrollment changes. 
 
How will this change the resources my dean has? 
 
The model would be phased in over a period of time and for most allocations uses three year averages 
of outcomes, so some changes might take a couple years to show up.  If a college adds a new course 
delivery or increases graduation rates the changes will have an impact in the next fiscal year. 
 
Does this mean now every unit has to make money? 
 
No, the model specifically allocates a community support fund and establishes floor funding to recognize 
the cross-unit subsidies necessary to maintain a strong, comprehensive research university.  The specific 
mechanisms of distributing these cross-subsidies are one component of the model that is still being 
adjusted. 
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How does this align with President Ray’s comments that the next ten years have to be different than 
the last ten years? 
 
Enrollment in Corvallis is going to slow as OSU approaches 28,000 students living in the community, the 
projections for Oregon high school graduates remain fairly flat, and competition for non-resident and 
international students increases nationally.  Creating the revenues needed to meet our strategic 
aspirations will require new approaches. 
 
The budget model has been developed to allow the creation of incentives for new ways of developing 
delivery of our degree programs and finding new participants in higher education.  Some of those 
innovations could include: 
 

• Growing our international student population 
• Encouraging community college or transfer students to finish four-year degrees 
• Improving retention and graduation rates for all students in all programs 
• Providing pathways for adult learners to complete degrees 
• Creating certificates or professional graduate training that meet critical needs for adult students 

and employers 
• Expanding alternative delivery of our degrees and programs through E-campus or at off site 

locations 
 

 
B. How does the model work for academic colleges? 

Overview: 
 
The model allocates budget for four major functional areas (Figure 1): 
 

• Academic program delivery:  This includes academic colleges, centers and institutes, and some 
teaching delivered by other units.  These funds support delivery of instruction, research, and 
engagement.  These activities generate most of the revenue that supports OSU. 

• Academic support, institutional operations:  These functions include academic support (the 
library, information services, graduate school, research administration, etc.); student and 
faculty support (student affairs, undergraduate studies, etc.); plant and facilities operations; 
and institutional operations (finance and administration, business centers, etc.).  These services 
are essential to allow the colleges to deliver programs and for students and faculty to have the 
services they need to support their work. 

• Financial stability and commitments:  This includes commitments for debt service, contracts 
with the Foundation and INTO-OSU, reserves for mid-year salary increases, reserves for settle-
up of tuition and returned overhead, charges paid to the city and other entities, and similar 
costs.  It also includes contingency funds for revenue shortfalls or unexpected costs.  These 
costs are necessary to maintain OSU’s financial stability, bond rating, and obligations to 
partners.  Most of these costs benefit multiple units across campus and are therefore budgeted 
centrally. 

• Strategic change and leadership:  Advancing the strategic plan requires some commitment of 
funds to start new programs, encourage new initiatives, and explore emerging opportunities.  
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The university also needs a pool of funds to support programs that are strategically important 
to the university, but they may not receive a sufficient allocation simply through the model.  

In allocating funds some revenues are recognized as dedicated to specific units.  These include targeted 
state funding; differential and professional tuition over base tuition; fees, sales, and service revenues; 
endowment match funds; and F&A recovery allocations.  Other revenues are distributable and 
consistent principally of tuition and the allocation from the State’s Public University Support Fund.  The 
distributable funds for academic units are allocated based on several measures of productivity.  The 
principal steps in the budget allocation (Table 1 illustrates the amounts for FY18) are: 
 

• Revenues are estimated, including a reduction of gross revenues to fund tuition waivers, largely 
for undergraduate students.  This institutional financial aid is the largest single “off the top” part 
of the budget. 

• Central costs are budgeted from general revenues.  These include a strategic and community 
investment reserve (cross subsidies would come from here), debt service, centrally paid 
assessments, reserves for various costs, and the Provost’s and President’s offices.  This will vary 
from year to year (we add debt service for example) but right now is about 17% of revenues.  
For the time being, this will also include a reserve for any planned mid-year raises. 

• Every unit gets their “dedicated” revenues.  These include legislative earmarks, sales and service 
revenues, course fees, differential tuition, dedicated student fees, and F&A recovery 
dollars.  These are pretty predictable from year to year (except for some of the legislative 
things).  These are about 22% of revenues now. 

• The revenues left are distributed 65% to academic units, 35% to service and support units.  This 
is where in our version we would adjust the proportion that goes to service and support, rather 
than using the “tax” approach that a pure Responsibility Centered Management budget uses. If 
more or less investment is desired in academic or support units, this 65%-35% split would be 
adjusted.   

• The 65% is distributed to academic units based on credit hours (by level), degrees granted, and 
research activities, with extra allocations for degrees to certain populations (international 
students, Pell recipients for example).  There are certainly some complexities in the allocation 
formulas, but these are built in largely to recognize the diverse concerns that deans had because 
the portfolios of their colleges are so different.  The allocations, however, are pretty stable and 
predictable from year to year and provide clear ways to plan the consequences of increases or 
decreases in funding if credit hours or degrees awarded change.   

• The 35% for service and support units is distributed essentially on an incremental (though I think 
a better word is strategic) basis.  Additional funds are allocated to the areas of highest need by 
the Provost and VPFA.  If investments are required beyond the 35% allocation, the 65%-35% 
split has to be revisited (for example, the approved commitments to service and support units 
for FY18 would require a 64%-36% split---retaining the 65%-35% split would reduce funding to 
service and support units by about $1.8M). 

• The budget allocations to here are largely by formula or rule.  However, the model is intended 
to be advisory to the Provost, Vice President for Finance and Administration, and the President.  
There are some programs, initiatives, or strategic directions that will need allocations outside of 
what the model distributes.   The last step is an assessment of those needs and strategic 
distributions. Some of the funds set aside in the central reserves are allocated where strategic 
subsidies are needed, for example to support Centers and Institutes or the professional health 
colleges.  These are defined as “floor” settings, though the precise mechanism of those 
adjustments need discussion.  Allocations might be made to support program “start-ups” or 
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one-time initiatives in a unit.  If the strategic needs are substantial enough, there may be years 
where a small additional amount is taken out of the formula allocations to academic and 
support units for the central strategic reserve. 

Productivity Allocation 
 
The distribution of the productivity allocation (the 65% of distributable revenues noted above) is the 
most important part of the budget allocation to academic colleges and the part that will change with 
changes in enrollment and graduation.  The budget model differs from a standard RCM in that there is 
not a fixed dollar allocation per credit hour or degree awarded (except for Ecampus and summer).  
Rather, there is a pool of funds established for each measure and colleges receive a share of that pool 
based on their weighted share of that particular productivity metric.  This helps stabilize the budget 
allocations when there are increases or reductions in particular revenue streams and helps keep a 
balance between allocations to colleges and allocations to service and support units. 
 
There are six productivity measure pools: 
 

• Alternative delivery and new participants:  Right now this includes Ecampus allocations and 
summer term allocations, which are made at the present distribution of 80% of net tuition (the 
differential tuition revenues from Ecampus are allocated as “designated” funds to colleges).  
These are also structured to be “settled up” to actuals during the year.  This category was 
created to allow for new programs or experimental approaches to building enrollment, in 
addition to Ecampus or summer.  The idea was to make the model flexible enough to adapt to 
changes in program and strategy.  There was a very clear consensus that the current allocation 
methodology be retained for Ecampus. 

• The remaining five productivity measures are allocated through the pooled approach noted 
above.  The values for the next fiscal year (upper-division credit hours for example) are the 
average of the two previous years and the projections for the current year. So the FY18 
allocation is based on FY15 and FY16 actuals, and projections for FY17.  Some of these values are 
weighted by discipline or by level, as noted below (an explanation of the weights is included in 
the following section).  An open question in the model is whether there should be an 
adjustment to actuals in fall term once the actuals for the previous fiscal year are known (i.e. in 
fall, 2017 should we do a settle up for the FY18 budget using actual FY17 values since the initial 
budget uses projected FY17 values).   Each of the five pools is assigned a percentage of the 
remaining dollars.  These percentages were arrived at through looking at the mix of current 
college activity, the distribution of revenue sources for the distributable revenues, and extensive 
conversations with the University Budget Committee and the budget model working group.  The 
five productivity pools are: 

o Degree foundations:  45% of the pool.  This includes all lower-division credit hours 
(whether taught to majors or non-majors), upper-division credit hours taught to non-
majors (service teaching), and graduate credit hours taught to non-majors.  These are 
not weighted by discipline, but are weighted by level (lower-division 0.705, upper-
division 1.017, graduate 2.049).  Each college is assigned a percentage of the pool based 
on their share of the weighted credit hours.  There is a small addition to this pool of 
0.5% for Honors College credit hours taught. 

o Undergraduate completions:  25% of pool.  This includes upper-division credit hours 
taught to majors (40% of total) and undergraduate degrees awarded (60% of total).  
These amounts are weighted by discipline and colleges are assigned a share of the pool 
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based on their proportion of the weighted metric.  The degrees awarded includes 
undergraduate certificates and minors, which are counted as one degree per five 
certificates or minors. 

o Graduate completions:  20% of pool.  This includes graduate credit hours taught to 
majors (40% of total) and graduate degrees awarded (60% of total).  These amounts are 
weighted by discipline and colleges are assigned a share of the pool based on their 
proportion of the weighted metric.  The degrees awarded includes graduate certificates 
counted as one degree per five certificates.  Degrees awarded in an interdisciplinary 
program are counted for the college of the supervising professor; a portion is also 
assigned to the interdisciplinary program through the Graduate School.  It should be 
noted that graduate remissions are not budgeted separately—units would decide how 
much to budget out of their allocation here.  Pharmacy’s and Veterinary Medicine’s 
professional degrees are included here.  The weighting factors are high for these 
programs, and are not turned on in Table 1, as using them is effectively an allocation of 
general revenues from other programs to support the professional degrees (there is a 
strategic adjustment made for those colleges in this version).  How to appropriately 
structure that strategic support for the professional school needs additional discussion. 

o Research:  5% of pool.  This is an additional allocation to encourage research activity, 
particularly for overhead-bearing grants, and is based on a unit’s contribution to the 
total F&A recovery in the two previous years and current year.  There was a great deal 
of discussion about how to recognize and reward research.  While the 5% may seem 
small, this is in addition to the allocation of F&A recovery dollars (made as part of 
dedicated revenues) and the support for graduate students, many of whom are integral 
to research productivity in colleges. 

o Special Populations:  4% of pool.  It was recognized that some populations required 
additional support and created additional costs, and that there were some student 
populations for which an additional incentive was appropriate for strategic reasons.  
These include degrees to international students, degrees to Pell Grant recipients, and 
degrees to students from underrepresented groups.  There is also a small additional 
allocation of 0.5% to recognize units that have courses and credit hours with their 
designator used as part of programs at Cascades.   

The allocation of budget by these measures can be used to estimate the per metric budget allocation by 
college (recognizing they are an average over three years).  These are shown in Table 2.  Some 
allocations like Ecampus don’t vary by discipline or by lower-division or upper-division level.  Service 
credit hours are allocated at the same rate across colleges, though they differ by level.   Undergraduate 
and graduate completion allocations vary by both discipline and level.  The per credit hour allocations 
for some programs on-campus is lower than the Ecampus per credit hour allocation because there is 
also an allocation for degrees. 
 
Note that there is an additional incentive in this approach for Ecampus, as the degrees awarded count 
includes degrees awarded to Ecampus-only students.  This was left this way at present to encourage 
colleges to identify Ecampus programs that had a path to a degree or other credential. 
 
These measures of budget per metric allow colleges to think about the net budget change they would 
see for different kinds of programs.  Table 3 shows some hypothetical examples of how different 
program growth would generate net revenue to the college based on the measures in Table 2.   It should 
be kept in mind that these measures change as the budget grows over time. 
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This approach also replaces the allocation of revenues from the INTO-Pathways program that has been 
included in the initial budget in the last few years.  This is replaced by an incentive of additional funding 
for degrees awarded to international students.  This is a different approach, as it recognizes all 
international students, not just those that come through the Pathways program.   Colleges would see 
three components of budget for an international student who graduated (Table 4 shows a comparison 
of these to the INTO allocation model in the FY17 budget).  There is a special population allocation for 
the international student degree, an allocation for the degree (as for any student), and an allocation for 
the credit hours that international students take on their way to a degree. 
 
For a College like Business, where a large proportion of international students were from the Pathways 
programs, the amounts allocated are similar.  For a college like Engineering, that has many other 
international students, the allocation is much larger.  For a college like Science, that does service 
teaching to international students from Engineering (for example) the allocation is somewhat smaller, 
but Table 4 does not include the budget allocation due to that service teaching. 
 
The goal in including an allocation unique to international students was to create an incentive similar in 
magnitude to that from the allocation of tuition from INTO Pathways students that had been used 
previously. 
 
Discipline and Level Weights 
 
The program weights are a significant part of the model.  Early in the discussions it was recognized that 
weighting upper-division and graduate programs by cost of delivery was important, as those costs vary 
so widely.   Originally, it was anticipated that we would use the weights identified by the Higher 
Education Coordinating Commission when they completed their work on revising the weights that had 
been used in the RAM or Resource Allocation Model.  However, their efforts stalled so the Budget Office 
prepared an analysis of existing data to use.  This is the same data that will be used by HECC. 
 
Studies were included from the State Higher Education Executive Officers Association (using information 
from Illinois, Florida, and Ohio), the Ohio state system, the Florida State system, the Delaware study 
(which only is by discipline not by level), with comparisons to some scattered data from the Texas 
system and Montana.  The data was most often a cost per credit hour or degree by CIP code. These were 
averaged and within each data set expressed as a ratio to the average cost of eight upper-division 
programs (Communications, Foreign Languages, English, Mathematics, Biological Sciences, Physical 
Sciences, Social Sciences, and Business).  This approach was used as these majors are common and using 
an average damped any unusual year to year changes in a single major.  An average weight was 
calculated from the combined data set for each CIP code and level. 
 
These ratios were then weighted by college using the number of majors in each college in a particular 
CIP code.  While it would be possible to allocate by individual major, this approach seemed more 
manageable in terms of data handling and less likely to encourage manipulation of how individual 
programs were identified by CIP code.  These college average weights were then capped using an 
estimate of the contribution of differential or professional tuition to the program cost (i.e. it was 
assumed differential tuition paid part of the increased cost of programs with high weights, so the budget 
model weight should be appropriately reduced).  Table 5 summarizes the weights used in the model. 
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The weights will be revisited regularly as distributions of majors change or new data (such as weights 
from the HECC) are available.  The Budget Office can share details of the approach if anyone is 
interested. 
 
 
 
 
Floor funding, strategic subsidies, community investment 
 
At the beginning of the design of the budget model, there was a commitment that FY15 budgets would 
serve as a “floor”.  In the two subsequent years, there are have been central commitments to some 
colleges and allocations of raises to all colleges.  The definition of the budget “floor” needs to be 
resolved shortly, as does the structure of allocations to the professional colleges.  The current versions 
include a calculation of a floor based on FY15 budgets or a floor based on FY16 budgets (the default 
version is set to FY16). 
 
Schedule 
 
Another goal in using the budget model is to accelerate the development of the initial budget.  
Projections for a fiscal year can be completed at the end of fall quarter, based on historical trends and 
the actuals for that fall.   This should allow a preliminary initial E&G budget to be distributed to units 
around April 1. 
 
By the end of Fall quarter, the questions around floor funding and structure of allocations to 
professional schools will be resolved.   There is also a discussion to be completed on the development of 
a space cost component in the model.  This will not be part of the FY19 allocation, as it is pending 
completion and confirmation of space data for E&G buildings, but is may be an important strategic part 
of the budget model.  This discussion will be completed by Spring term, 2018. 
 
 
What’s next? 
 
The University Budget Committee identified a subset of its membership to serve as a steering 
committee for the development of the model.  The group includes Sherm Bloomer, Denise Lach, Dan 
Edge, and Lisa Templeton, and will include one or two deans, a business center representative, and an 
administrative unit representative when the UBC membership for FY18 is finalized. 
 
The Budget Office will schedule meetings with the leadership teams in each college in Fall quarter to 
review the principles and structure of the model and the intended incentives it encourages.  These 
meetings will be an opportunity to compile questions, concerns, and suggestions for review by the 
steering committee.  Meetings with individual Schools or Departments will also be scheduled as they are 
requested.  A presentation to the Faculty Senate will be scheduled at the first opportunity in Fall 
quarter. 
 
Beginning in late August, there will also be meetings scheduled with Business Centers and appropriate 
college financial staff to review the technical workings of the model including data sources, weights, 
calculations and projections.
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Figure 1:  The four major functions supported by the distribution of the Education and General budget, 
with their approximate shares of the total revenue “pie” for FY17.  The figure emphasizes that the 
resources in any given year are fixed and that each of the functions depends on the others.   Academic 
programs create almost all of the revenue through the delivery of research and instruction, but need 
effective academic support and business operations to effect that delivery.  Units rely on space 
supported by debt service, reserves to fund salary increases, and institution-wide support like insurance.  
Developing new sources of revenue often requires some strategic investment and sustaining broad, 
comprehensive research and teaching programs requires some subsidies from some units to others. 
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Table 1:  The FY18 model budget (including any adjustments for budget floors, strategic investments, or cross-subsidies).  This shows what the model allocates 
directly (this version does not set professional school weights for Pharmacy and Veterinary Medicine but rather allocates 95% of gross revenues to those 
Colleges and adjusts to an FY16 floor amount).  The major components of the model are discussed in the text.  The FY18 adjusted initial budget is shown at the 
right (“adjusted” just means the budget has all central resources that units got distributed out to the unit initial budget). 
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Table 2:  Estimates of per metric budget allocations by college for the major productivity measures (FY18 budget values). 
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Table 3:  Brief examples of estimating revenue changes from changes in enrollment or graduation 
numbers using the FY18 budget values. 
 

 

 
 
 
Table 4:  Budget dollars linked to international students.  In the new budget model all international 
students are counted not just INTO pathways students.  This is why the total dollars are higher for some 
colleges, as they had large numbers of other international students.  These values are only for the 
teaching to majors and the degrees.  There is also revenue allocated to the teaching college for the 
lower-division and service courses that these students take from colleges outside their majors. 
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Table 5:  Weights by discipline and level used in the budget model.  These are derived from the 
Delaware Study (discipline variation only), a study by the State Higher Education Executive Officers 
Association (data from Illinois, Ohio, Florida), the Florida State System, the Ohio State system, with some 
comparisons to data from Texas and Montana.  The values are ratios to an average of eight upper-
division disciplines (highlighted in green).  The top table is by program CIP code, the bottom table is a 
weighted average for colleges based on numbers of majors in various programs in the college. 
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Appendix A:  A brief history of E&G budgeting for the Corvallis campus.  Activity-based budgeting usually 
uses something delivered, like a credit hour or an indirect cost dollar.  Performance budgeting usually 
links to outcomes like degrees.  Responsibility Centered Management budget models usually use a mix 
of the two to distribute non-earmarked funds. 
 

Fiscal year Budget Type Notes 
Through FY02 Largely historical or 

incremental 
F&A recovery and summer session distributed on 
activity basis (<5% of the budget), beginning in 
FY03 Ecampus started to be allocated by activity 

FY03 through 
FY06 

Budget Allocation Model 
(BAM)—largely activity 
based, an early RCM effort 
grown out of a bad budget 
year 

Used credit hours, research dollars, enrollments 
to allocate non-earmarked revenues.  Flawed 
initial structure and required large subventions 
each year.  Budget committee did a review in 
FY04 through FY06 on total revenue and cost 
allocation by unit---to identify where budgets 
should be “rebased” or realigned 

FY07 through 
FY10 

The “BAM” was 
abandoned, back to more 
incremental again, but 
increments informed by 
the rebasing analysis.  
Ecampus, summer, indirect 
costs were activity based 
and about 11% of budget in 
FY07  

Discrete increments were added to Business, 
PHHS, Science, and CLA as a result of the 
“rebasing” productivity analysis each of these 
years.  The revenue-expense attribution for E&G 
continued to be done but was not used to adjust 
annual budgets beyond this 

FY11 Last year of rebasing; 
summer, Ecampus, indirect 
cost, and INTO tuitions 
allocated by activity, 15% 
of budget 

This was the last year of discrete additions to the 
four colleges based on the rebasing productivity 
analysis; outside of the revenues allocated by 
activity, most budgeting returned to incremental 
allocations 

FY12 through 
FY15 

Incremental budgeting with 
activity distributions as 
noted above 

By FY15, the INTO, Ecampus, Summer, and 
indirect cost activity allocations were 24% of the 
budget; University Budget Committee worked on 
planning for a more productivity based model 

FY16 Incremental and activity 
budgeting 

The first version of the new model based on 
productivity and activity was run to compare to 
FY16 and used to adjust assumptions 

FY17 Incremental and activity 
budgeting 

Incremental decisions were compared to the 
model and major academic investments aligned 
with direction of the model 

FY18 Productivity and activity 
budgets 

The model was used to make differential 
reductions in the adjusted FY18 initial budgets. 

FY19 Productivity and activity 
budgets 

The productivity-activity model is used as the 
principal guide for E&G allocations 

 


